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. SUMMARY 1

 
1.1 This report relates to a request received from planning consultants acting on behalf 

of ASDA to permit a variation to the opening hours of the store currently restricted 
by a Section 52 agreement entered into in 1980. 

 
. RECOMMENDATION 2

 
2.1 That the wording to clause 1 of Schedule 4 to the section 52 Agreement  between 

WDC, Milcel Ltd and Associated Dairies be varied  to permit the following variation 
to the opening hours of the store 

 
 “The superstore shall not be open to the public other than between the hours of 7 

am and 11 pm Monday to Saturday and 10 am and 5pm on Sundays”. 
 
3. REASONS FOR THE RECOMMENDATION 
 
3.1 The existence of a 28 year old legal agreement which (inter alia) restricted the 

Monday to Saturday opening hours and prevented Sunday opening of the ASDA 
superstore in the Sydenham area has come to light.  This predates changes to the 
Sunday trading laws and, in the opinion of your officers; any appeal to the Land 
Tribunal to have this now somewhat anachronistic restriction removed would be 
likely to be successful. 

 
4. ALTERNATIVE OPTION CONSIDERED 
 
.1 None 4

 
. BUDGETARY FRAMEWORK 5

 
5.1 No budgetary implications. 
 
. POLICY FRAMEWORK 6

 
6.1 No policy implications. 
 
 7. BACKGROUND 
 
7.1 Outline Planning permission was granted by the Secretary of State for a retail 

superstore, community centre, squash courts and car parking on land at Sydenham 
Drive Leamington Spa on 10 May 1979. The permission was subject to a number of 
conditions but not one containing a restriction on opening hours. 

 
7.2 Reserved matters relating to layout and design were submitted in August 1979 

(W79/1108) and there was a further application for the provision of a Community 
Hall (W79/1306). 

 
7.3 At the stage of the assessment of the latter two applications, ASDA and the 

developers of the Community Centre (Milcel) entered into a legal agreement (then 
under section 52 of the Town and Country Planning Act but now replaced by 
Section 106) which related to the provision of the community centre but also 
contained clauses relating to the opening hours of the store and to the routing of 
heavy traffic to ensure its construction. 

 



 
7 The clause relating to opening hours stated:- 
 

“The superstore shall not be open to the public on Sundays and the hours o
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restrictions apply to the other large retail food supermarkets operating in the District. 

 
opening from Mondays to Saturdays shall be restricted from 8 am to 8pm.” 

 
Clearly, at the time, ADSA were prepared to voluntarily enter into the agreement,   
notwithstanding the fact that the Secretary of State had not imposed a restriction on 
opening hours on the outline permission granted on appeal. The full reasons for 
entering into the agreement are unclear but, in part, it probably reflected recognitio
on ASDA’s part of locally held concerns about the impact of the store on the 
adjacent housing areas within the Sydenham estate and their willingness to show 
that such impact would be regulated to respond to these concerns. Its planning 
“validity”, however, is questionable given it post dated the outline permission for the 
store, where such a restriction ought to have been imposed as a planning cond
had it been considered necessary. In this context, it is noteworthy that in his 
decision letter the Secretary of State concludes that “the site does not intrude 
excessively into the residential area”,” being adjacent to a roundabout/road jun
already flanked to the south by 
industrial/ commercial sector”. 

 
The store has been open on Sundays for a considerable number of years and for 
longer hours on other days of the week. The request from the consultants acting on 
behalf of ASDA asks for 11 am to 5 pm hours on Sundays to give flexibility to open 
during those times. Clearly, Sunday trading laws dictate that stores should open for 
no more than six hours in total. During Mondays to Saturdays, the store currently 
opens between 8 00 am and 10 00 pm. However, the company has plans
this until 11 00 pm to facilitate arrangements for a dispensing pharmacy. 

 
It is considered that there are no reasonable planning grounds on which the 
proposed variation to opening hours can be resisted. The recent report of the 
Competition Commission on UK grocery  retailing , which makes reference to the 
need to promote consumer choice and  avoid anti-competitive restrictions within the 
retail sector reinforces my view on this issue , as no such hours of trading 


